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(57) ABSTRACT 

A system and method for automatically generating split 
screen for a video of a dynamic scene is disclosed. The 
system generates the split screen by (a) obtaining the video 
of the dynamic scene, (b) detecting one or more objects in 
the video, ( c) selecting one or more shot specifications for 
the one or more objects, (d) automatically cropping the 
dynamic scene of the one or more objects based on selected 
shot specifications, (e) automatically selecting a layout con
figuration for the split screen based on the cropped dynamic 
scenes to partition a display screen of a computing unit, (f) 
optimizing the split screen, (g) automatically generating the 
split screen by depicting (i) an overview of an original shot 
of the video in a top half and (ii) the cropped dynamic scenes 
in the one or more partition views of a bottom half and (h) 
displaying the split screen to a user. 

19 Claims, 8 Drawing Sheets 
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SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR 
AUTOMATICALLY GENERATING SPLIT 
SCREEN FOR A VIDEO OF A DYNAMIC 

SCENE 

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

This application claims priority to Indian patent applica
tion no. 201641041567 filed on Dec. 5, 2016, the complete 
disclosure of which, in its entirely, is herein incorporated by 
reference. 

BACKGROUND 

Technical Field 

The embodiments herein generally relates to video pro
cessing, and more particularly, to a system and method for 
automatically generating split screen for a video of a 
dynamic scene captured by a static camera. 

Description of the Related Art 

Generally, viewers from back row are unable to view 
clearly the stage shows like dance programs, dramas, etc. 
This visibility inconvenience limits the viewers from enjoy
ing the stage shows. Also the viewers are unable to clearly 
view the lip movements, actions and body languages of 
performers or actors in the stage shows. Considerable efforts 
have been made in the previous years to overcome the above 
problem by developing split screen. 

Split screen is mainly adapted to creatively portray stories 
in parallel or to show events or stage performances of 
favorite artists at different positions and different times 
simultaneously. Existing approaches for creating split screen 
are performed by combining video feeds from multiple 
cameras manually. Existing approaches of creating split 
screen require multiple cameras to cover the entire scene and 

2 
nique; ( c) selecting one or more shot specifications for the 
one or more objects in the video based on inputs of a user; 
(d) automatically cropping at least one of (a) the dynamic 
scene of the one or more objects or (b) the dynamic scene for 

5 the possible combinations of the one or more objects in the 
video based on the selected shot specifications; (e) auto
matically selecting a layout configuration for the split screen 
based on the cropped dynamic scenes of the one or more 
objects to partition a display screen of a computing unit into 

10 (i) a top half and (ii) a bottom half with one or more partition 
views; (f) automatically optimizing, using a dynamic pro
gramming optimization technique, the split screen by (i) 
seamlessly varying the one or more partition views, (ii) 
providing smoothness in the cropped dynamic scenes irre-

15 spective of the camera motion and (iii) providing jerk free 
transitions when the one or more objects move from one 
partition view to another partition view; (g) automatically 
generating the split screen by depicting (a) an overview of 
the original shot of the video in the top half and (b) the 

20 cropped dynamic scenes in the one or more partition views 
of the bottom half; and (h) displaying the split screen in real 
time onto a display of the computing unit. 

In one embodiment, the optimization of the one or par
tition views is performed based on various factors that 

25 comprise at least one of (a) the one or more shot specifica
tions, (b) inclusion of desired objects or ( c) a steady camera 
movement. 

In another embodiment, the video of the dynamic scene is 
captured by at least one of (a) a single static camera or (b) 

30 multiple static cameras positioned at a vantage point cov
ering the entire dynamic scene. 

In yet another embodiment, the layout configuration is 
automatically selected based on at least one of (i) proximity 
between the one or more objects in the video and (ii) the one 

35 or more objects in the video. 
In yet another embodiment, the one or more shot speci

fications are selected from a group includes (a) a medium 
close up shot specification; (b) a medium shot specification 
or ( c) a full shot specification. 

In yet another embodiment, the optimization of the split 
screen is performed using a top down layout constraints 
technique. The top down layout constraints technique (a) 
provides the jerk free transitions and (b) seamlessly varies 
the one or more partition views by at least one of (i) 

is also limited to feeds that are nearly static camera feeds 40 

where movements of subjects are minimal. Further each 
camera should be operated by a photographic professional to 
obtain the maximum quality video output. Further, when 
there are sudden movements, accurate capture are difficult or 
nearly impossible even for a professional camera operator. 
The cost of creating such split screen using the existing 
method is high as it requires multiple cameras, trained 
photographic professionals, and a large amount of manual 
editing work is required. Further, the existing approaches do 
not allow creating split screen for dynamic scenes with 
dynamically varying partition views, since partition views 
are hard coded. 

45 concatenation of one or more subset shot specifications 
equal to a higher order shot specification or (ii) splitting of 
the higher order shot specification equal to the one or more 
subset shot specifications. 

In yet another embodiment, the selected shot specification 
50 provides finer details of (a) emotions, (b) lip movements and 

(c) body languages of the one or more objects in the video. 
In yet another embodiment, further analyzes a subtitle in 

the video and provides the appropriate subtitle for the object 
in the associated partition view. 

Accordingly, there remains a need to overcome aforemen
tioned drawbacks of generating split screen and eliminate 
requirement of multiple cameras, photographic profession- 55 

als and manual editing work. 
In yet another embodiment, concatenates the one or more 

subset shot specifications equal to the higher order shot 
specification when the proximity between the one or more 
objects in the video becomes less than threshold proximity. 
It further automatically splits the higher order shot specifi-

SUMMARY 

In view of the foregoing, an embodiment herein provides 
one or more non-transitory computer readable storage medi
ums storing one or more sequences of instructions, which 
when executed by one or more processors, causes automatic 
generation of split screen for a video of a dynamic scene, by 
(a) obtaining the video of the dynamic scene that is captured 
by a static camera; (b) detecting one or more objects in the 
video of the dynamic scene using an object detection tech-

60 cation equal to the one or more subset shot specifications 
when the proximity between the one or more objects in the 
video becomes more than the threshold proximity. 

In one aspect, an embodiment herein provides a system 
for automatically generating split screen for a video of a 

65 dynamic scene, comprising a memory and a specialized split 
screen generation processor. A memory that stores (a) a set 
of instructions and (b) a database that stores an original shot 
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of the dynamic scene, dimensions of the split screen of the 
video of the dynamic scene, a threshold proximity and one 
or more layout configurations. A specialized split screen 
generation processor that is configured to (a) obtain the 
video of the dynamic scene that is captured by a static 
camera; (b) detect one or more objects in the video of the 
dynamic scene using an object detection technique; ( c) 
select one or more shot specifications for the one or more 
objects in the video based on inputs of a user; (d) automati
cally crops at least one of (i) the dynamic scene of the one 
or more objects or (ii) the dynamic scenes for the possible 
combinations of the one or more objects in the video based 
on the selected shot specifications; ( e) automatically select a 
layout configuration for the split screen based on the 
cropped dynamic scenes of the one or more objects to 
partition a display screen of a computing unit into (i) a top 
half and (ii) a bottom half with one or more partition views; 
(f) automatically optimize, using a dynamic programming 
optimization technique, the split screen by (i) seamlessly 
varying the one or more partition views, (ii) providing 
smoothness in the cropped dynamic scenes irrespective of 
the camera motion and (iii) providing jerk free transitions 
when the one or more objects move from one partition view 
to another partition view; (g) automatically generate the split 
screen by depicting (i) an overview of the original shot of the 
video in the top half and (ii) the cropped dynamic scenes in 
the one or more partition views of the bottom half; and (h) 
automatically display the split screen in real time onto a 
display of the computing unit. 

In one embodiment, the optimization of the one or par
tition views is performed based on various factors that 
includes at least one of (a) the one or more shot specifica
tions, (b) inclusion of desired objects or ( c) a steady camera 
movement. 

In another embodiment, the video of the dynamic scene is 
captured by at least one of (a) a single static camera or (b) 
multiple static cameras positioned at a vantage point cov
ering the entire dynamic scene. 

In yet another embodiment, the layout configuration is 
automatically selected based on at least one of (i) proximity 
between the one or more objects in the video and (ii) the one 
or more objects in the video. 

4 
more subset shot specifications when the proximity between 
the one or more objects in the video becomes more than the 
threshold proximity. 

In another aspect, an embodiment herein provides a 
5 computer implemented method for automatically generating 

split screen for a video of a dynamic scene. The method 
includes steps of (a) obtaining the video of the dynamic 
scene that is captured by a static camera; (b) automatically 
detecting one or more objects in the video of the dynamic 

10 scene using an object detection technique; (c) selecting one 
or more shot specifications for the one or more objects in the 
video based on inputs of a user; ( d) automatically cropping 
at least one of (i) the dynamic scene of the one or more 
objects or (ii) the dynamic scenes of the possible combina-

15 tions for the one or more objects in the video based on the 
selected shot specifications; (e) automatically selecting a 
layout configuration for the split screen based on the 
cropped dynamic scenes to partition a display screen of a 
computing unit into (i) a top half and (ii) a bottom half with 

20 one or more partition views; (f) automatically optimizing, 
using a dynamic programming optimization technique, the 
split screen by (i) seamlessly varying the one or more 
partition views, (ii) providing smoothness in the cropped 
dynamic scenes irrespective of the camera motion and (iii) 

25 providing jerk free transitions when the one or more objects 
move from one partition view to another partition view; (g) 
automatically generating the split screen by depicting (i) an 
overview of an original shot of the video in the top half and 
(ii) the cropped dynamic scenes in the one or more partition 

30 views of the bottom half; and (h) displaying the split screen 
in real time onto a display of the computing unit. 

These and other aspects of the embodiments herein will 
be better appreciated and understood when considered in 
conjunction with the following description and the accom-

35 parrying drawings. It should be understood, however, that 
the following descriptions, while indicating preferred 
embodiments and numerous specific details thereof, are 
given by way of illustration and not of limitation. Many 
changes and modifications may be made within the scope of 

40 the embodiments herein without departing from the spirit 
thereof, and the embodiments herein include all such modi
fications. 

In yet another embodiment, the one or more shot speci
fications is selected from a group comprising (a) a medium 
close up shot specification, (b) a medium shot specification 45 

or ( c) a full shot specification. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

The embodiments herein will be better understood from 
the following detailed description with reference to the 
drawings, in which: 

FIG. 1 illustrates a system view of a user interacting with 
a computing unit for automatically generating split screen 
for a video of a dynamic scene using a split screen genera
tion system according to an embodiment herein; 

In yet another embodiment, the optimization of the split 
screen is performed using a top down layout constraints 
technique. The top down layout constraints technique (a) 
provides the jerk free transitions and (b) seamlessly varies 50 

the one or more partition views by at least one of (i) 
concatenation of one or more subset shot specifications 
equal to a higher order shot specification or (ii) splitting of 
the higher order shot specification equal to the one or more 
subset shot specifications. 

FIG. 2 illustrates an exploded view of the split screen 
generation system of FIG. 1, according to an embodiment 

55 herein; 
In yet another embodiment, the selected shot specification 

provides finer details of (a) emotions, (b) lip movements and 
( c) body languages of the one or more objects in the video. 

In yet another embodiment, the system analyzes a subtitle 
in the video and provides the appropriate subtitle for the 60 

object in the associated partition view. 
In yet another embodiment, the system automatically 

concatenates the one or more subset shot specifications 
equal to the higher order shot specification when the prox
imity between the one or more objects in the video becomes 65 

less than the threshold proximity. The system automatically 
splits the higher order shot specification equal to the one or 

FIG. 3A is an exemplary view of the video of a dynamic 
scene to be processed by the split screen generation system 
of FIG. 1, according to an embodiment herein; 

FIG. 3B is an exemplary view of the split screen for the 
video of FIG. 3A generated by the split screen generation 
system, according to an embodiment herein; 

FIG. 4 illustrates an exemplary view of generating one or 
more partition views in the split screen for three objects that 
are shown in the video of the dynamic scene according to an 
embodiment herein; 

FIG. 5 is an exemplary view that illustrates the split 
screen of the video of the dynamic scene with top down 
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layout constraints and without top down layout constraints at 
different time transitions, according to an embodiment 
herein; 

6 
generation system 106 automatically selects a layout con
figuration for the split screen based on the cropped dynamic 
scenes to partition a display screen of a computing unit into 
(a) a top half and (b) a bottom half with one or more partition FIG. 6 is a flow diagram illustrating a method for auto

matically generating split screen for the video of the 
dynamic scene using the split screen generation system of 
FIG. 1 according to an embodiment herein; and 

FIG. 7 illustrates a schematic diagram of generic com
puter architecture used in accordance with the embodiments 
herein. 

5 views. The split screen generation system 106 optimizes, 
using a dynamic programming optimization technique, the 
split screen by (a) seamlessly varying the one or more 
partition views, (b) providing smoothness in the cropped 
dynamic scenes irrespective of the camera motion and ( c) 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS 

10 providing jerk free transitions when the one or more objects 
move from one partition view to another partition view. The 
dynamic programming optimization technique may detect 
contours or borders in the split screen. The dynamic pro-

The embodiments herein and the various features and 15 

advantageous details thereof are explained more fully with 
reference to the non-limiting embodiments that are illus
trated in the accompanying drawings and detailed in the 
following description. Descriptions of well-known compo
nents and processing techniques are omitted so as to not 20 

unnecessarily obscure the embodiments herein. The 
examples used herein are intended merely to facilitate an 
understanding of ways in which the embodiments herein 
may be practiced and to further enable those of skill in the 
art to practice the embodiments herein. Accordingly, the 25 

examples should not be construed as limiting the scope of 
the embodiments herein. 

gramming optimization technique may provide smooth tran
sitions when the one or more objects move from one 
partition view to another partition view. The split screen 
generation system 106 simulates pan tilt zoom movements 
of the one or more objects by moving the cropped dynamic 
scenes. The simulation may be based on at least one of (a) 
shot size penalty, (b) inclusion constraints or ( c) movement 
regularization. 

The shot size penalty penalizes any deviation from the 
selected shot size specification. The movement regulariza
tion is performed to desired camera behavior by at least one 
of (a) camera static factor, (b) constant velocity partitions or 
( c) constant acceleration partitions in the split screen. The 
split screen generation system 106 automatically generates 
the split screen by depicting (a) an overview of the original 
shot of the video in the top half and (b) the cropped dynamic 

As mentioned, there remains a need for a system to 
enhance viewing experience of a user or a viewer by 
depicting split screen with one or more partition views for 
one or more objects in a video of a dynamic scene captured 
by a static camera. The embodiments herein achieve this by 
providing a system that includes a split screen generation 
system and a computing unit. Referring now to the draw
ings, and more particularly to FIGS. 1 through 7, where 
similar reference characters denote corresponding features 
consistently throughout the figures, preferred embodiments 
are shown. 

30 scenes in the one or more partition views of the bottom half. 
The bottom half of the display screen is dynamically parti
tioned into one or more partition views with varying aspect 
ratio based on the proximity between the one or more objects 
in the cropped dynamic scenes. The one or more partition 

FIG. 1 illustrates a system view of a user 102 interacting 
with a computing unit 104 using a split screen generation 
system 106 for automatically generating split screen for a 
video of a dynamic scene, according to an embodiment 
herein. The split screen generation system 106 obtains the 
video of the dynamic scene. The video of the dynamic scene 
may be captured by a static camera. The video may be but 
it is not limited to at least one of (a) a live video, (b) an 
online video or (c) an of!Iine video. The live video may be 

35 views in the split screen are configured to depict the dynamic 
scene of the one or more objects or the combination of the 
one or more objects in the selected shot specification. In an 
embodiment, the one or more partition views are used to 
depict finer details like emotions, lip movements, and/or 

40 body language of the one or more objects in the video. The 
spit screen generation system 106 displays the split screen in 
real time onto a display of the computing unit 104. The 
computing unit 104 may be but it is not limited to a laptop, 
a TV, a smart phone, a tablet, and/or a personal communi-

45 cation device. The user 102 may be a normal viewer, a long 
eye sight challenged person, a long sight challenged person, 
a short sight challenged person and/or a hearing challenged 
person. a live drama, a live stage performance, etc. The split screen 

generation system 106 detects movements of one or more 
objects in the video of the dynamic scene using an object 50 

detection technique. The objects may be but it is not limited 
to performers, actors, living beings, substances etc. The split 
screen generation system 106 obtains inputs from the user 
102 and selects a shot specification for the one or more 
objects in the video of the dynamic scene. The user 102 55 

provides the inputs by (a) clicking a desired shot specifica
tion in a drop down menu option or (b) entering a text in the 
drop down menu option. The shot specification may be but 
it is not limited to at least one of (a) a medium shot 
specification, (b) a medium close up shot specification or ( c) 60 

a full shot specification. 
The split screen generation system 106 automatically 

crops the dynamic scene of the video based on the selected 
shot specification. The cropped dynamic scene may be at 
least one of (a) the dynamic scene of the one or more objects 65 

or (b) the dynamic scenes of the possible combinations of 
the one or more objects in the video. The split screen 

The split screen generation system 106 may crop the 
dynamic scene based on the shot specification using center 
coordinates (x, y), size (s) and the aspect ratio (Ar). The 
aspect ratio (Ar) is a width to height ratio of the cropped 
dynamic scene of the one or more objects in the video. The 
split screen generation system 106 determines the aspect 
ratio based on the number of objects and the selected shot 
specification. The split screen generation system 106 virtu-
ally crops the dynamic scene for the one or more objects 
from head to waist, when the medium shot specification is 
selected. The split screen generation system 106 virtually 
crops the dynamic scene for the one or more objects from 
head to mid chest, when the medium close up shot specifi-
cation is selected. The split screen generation system 106 
virtually crops the dynamic scene for the one or more objects 
from head to toe, when the full shot specification is selected. 

The split screen generation system 106 utilizes a top down 
layout constraints technique to optimize the split screen. The 
top down layout constraints technique is used to (a) provide 
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the jerk free transitions and (b) seamlessly vary the one or 
more partition views. In an embodiment, the one or more 
partition views at point of transitions (t) are seamlessly 
varied by at least one of (i) concatenation of one or more 
subset shot specifications to a higher order shot specification 5 

or (ii) splitting of the higher order shot specification to the 
one or more subset shot specifications. The top down layout 
constraints technique is configured to partition the higher 
order shot specification exactly equal to the one or more 
subset shots specification when the proximity between the 10 

one or more objects in the video becomes more than 
threshold proximity. The top down layout constraints tech
nique is further configured to merge or concatenate the one 
or more subset shot specification to the higher order shot 
specification when the proximity between the one or more 15 

objects in the video becomes less than the threshold prox
imity. In an embodiment, the threshold proximity can be 
varied or preset. The top down layout constraints technique 
is illustrated using 

8 
the one or more partition views, (b) providing smoothness in 
the cropped dynamic scenes irrespective of the camera 
motion and ( c) providing jerk free transitions when the one 
or more objects move from the one partition view to the 
another partition view. The split screen generation module 
216 generates the split screen by depicting (a) the overview 
of the original shot of the video in the top half and (b) the 
cropped dynamic scenes in the one or more partition views 
of the bottom half. The split screen display module 214 
displays the split screen to the user 102 onto the display of 
the computing unit 104. 

FIG. 3A is an exemplary view of a video of a dynamic 
scene to be processed using the split screen generation 
system 106 of FIG. 1 according to an embodiment herein. 
The video shows the static wide angle view of two perform
ers in an entire stage where the emotions of the two 
performers are not clearly captured. The split screen gen
eration system 106 obtains the video as an input to generate 
split screen to enhance the viewing experience of the user 

U,~ipft=f/ and n,~ipft°" 20 102 by depicting one or more objects (i.e. performers) in the 
one or more partition views with the selected shot specifi
cation. In an embodiment, the video may include any 
number of actors or performers. 

Where ft refers to subset shot specification at the point of 
transitions (t), f/ refers to higher order shot specification 
(i.e. shot specification with maximum number of objects), 
and (il is the null set. The above equation illustrates the higher 
order shot specification is partitioned into a set of p subset 25 

shot specification f/; { f/1 
• • • f/P}. In an embodiment, the 

split screen generation system 106 is configured to display 
only the bottom half that shows only the one or more 
partition views with varying aspect ratio of the one or more 
objects in the video. 

FIG. 2 illustrates an exploded view of the split screen 
generation system 106 of FIG. 1 according to an embodi
ment herein. The split screen generation system 106 includes 

FIG. 3B is an exemplary view of the split screen gener
ated using the split screen generation system 106 for the 
video of FIG. 3A according to an embodiment herein. The 
top half of the split screen shows the overview of master shot 
(i.e. context part of the video of FIG. 3A) of the video and 
the bottom half depicts the one or more partition views. Each 

30 partition view depicts the one or more objects in the medium 
shot specification (i.e. focus part of the video in the selected 
shot specification) to enhance the viewing experience of the 
user 102. The one or more partition views further depict the 

a database 202, a dynamic scene obtaining module 204, a 
movement detection module 206, a shot specification selec- 35 

tion module 208, a virtual video shot cropping module 210, 

finer details like emotions, lip movements, and body lan
guages of the one or more objects. The split screen genera
tion system 106 may provide a subtitle in associated parti-

a layout configuration selection module 212, a split screen 
optimization module 214, a split screen generation module 
216 and a split screen display module 218. The database 202 
stores the master shot (i.e. the overview of the original shot) 40 

and the split screen of the previous videos. The dynamic 
scene obtaining module 204 obtains the video of the 
dynamic scene captured by the static camera. The movement 
detection module 206 detects the movements of the one or 

tion views of the one or more objects that enhance the 
viewing experience of the hearing challenged user 102 or 
viewer. 

FIG. 4 illustrates an exemplary view of generating the one 
or more partition views for three objects according to an 
embodiment herein. The split screen generation system 106 
automatically selects the layout configuration with the one 
or more partition views in bottom half of the split screen, 
once the shot specification is selected by the user 102, based 
on the proximity between the one or more objects in the 

more objects in the video of the dynamic scene that are 45 

adapted to select the shot specification. In an embodiment, 
the movement detection module 206 detects the movements video. The split screen generation system 106 provides (i) 

three equal individual partition views in the bottom half to 
depict the associated individual objects in the selected shot 

of the one or more objects based on the object detection 
technique. The shot specification selection module 208 
obtains the inputs from the user 102 to select the shot 
specification for the one or more objects. In an embodiment, 
the user 102 selects the shot specification by clicking desired 
shot specification in the drop down menu or entering text in 
the drop down menu text box. The virtual video shot 
cropping module 210 automatically crops at least one of (a) 
the dynamic scenes of the one or more objects or (b) the 
dynamic scenes for the possible combinations of the one or 
more objects in the video based on the selected shot speci
fications. 

The layout configuration selection module 212 automati
cally selects the layout configuration for the split screen 
based on the cropped dynamic scenes of the one or more 
objects to partition the display screen of the computing unit 
104 into (a) the top half and (b) the bottom half with the one 
or more partition views. The split screen optimization mod
ule 214 optimizes, using the dynamic programming optimi
zation technique, the split screen by (a) seamlessly varying 

50 specification, when the proximity between the objects is 
more than the threshold proximity, (ii) two unequal partition 
views in the bottom half in which a first partition view 
depicts a combination of first object and a second object and 
second partition view depicts a third object, when the 

55 proximity between the first object and the second object is 
less than the threshold proximity and the proximity between 
the third object and the other objects is more than the 
threshold proximity, (iii) two unequal partition views in the 
bottom half in which a first partition view depicts the first 

60 object and a second partition view depicts a combination of 
the second and the third object, when the proximity between 
the first object and the other objects is more than the 
threshold proximity and the proximity between the second 
object and the third object is less than the threshold prox-

65 imity, and (iv) a single partition view in the bottom half that 
depicts combination of all three objects in the video, when 
the proximity between the three objects is less than the 
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threshold proximity. Similarly the split screen generation 
system 106 is configured to generate any number of partition 
views for any number of objects based on the proximity in 
the video. 

FIG. 5 is an exemplary view that illustrates the split 
screen generated for the video of the dynamic scene with the 
top down layout constraints technique and without the top 
down layout constraints technique at different time transi
tions (tl-t4), according to an embodiment herein. The split 
screen without the top down layout constraints technique 
502 in the bottom half suffer from jerks at the point of 
transitions (t) when the one or more objects move from one 
partition view to another partition view. The split screen 
without the top down layout constraints technique 502 in 
which 502Al-A4 are computed higher order shot specifica
tion (medium shot specification) of left two objects in the 
video at different time transitions tl-t4 respectively and 
502B1-B4 are computed individual or subset shot specifi
cation (medium shot specification) for all three objects in the 
video at different time transitions tl-t4 respectively. The 
split screen without the top down layout constraints tech
nique 502 shows that the split screen suffer from jerks due 
to the higher order shot specification not equal to the union 
of its subset shot specification. The split screen generation 
system 106 utilizes the top down layout constraints tech
nique to provide jerk free transitions by configuring the 
computed higher order shot specification exactly equal to the 
union of subset shot specification, at any point of transitions 
(t). The split screen with the top down layout constraints 
technique 504 in which 504Al-A4 are computed higher 
order shot specifications of left two objects in the video at 
different time transitions tl-t4 respectively and 504B1-B4 
are computed individual or subset shot specifications for all 
three objects in the video at different time transitions tl-t4 
respectively. The split screen with the top down layout 
constraints technique 504 shows the split screen with jerk 
free transitions at the point of transitions (t) by configuring 
or making the higher order shot specification equal to the 
union of its subset shot specification. In an embodiment, the 
split screen generation system 106 uses the top down layout 
constraints technique to generate the split screen with jerk 
free transitions not only by concatenating the subset shot 
specification to the higher order shot specification but also 
by splitting the higher order shot specification to its subset 
shot specifications at any point of transitions (tl-t4). 

FIG. 6 is a flow diagram illustrating a method for auto
matically generating the split screen for the video of the 
dynamic scene using the split screen generation system 106 
of FIG. 1, according to an embodiment herein. At step 602, 
the video of the dynamic scene is obtained. At step 604, the 
movements of one or more objects in the video of the 
dynamic scene are detected. At step 606, the one or more 
shot specifications are selected for the one or more objects 
in the video of the dynamic scene to generate the split 
screen. At step 608, (a) the dynamic scene for the one or 
more objects or (b) the dynamic scenes for the possible 
combinations of the one or more objects are cropped auto
matically based on the selected shot specification. At step 
610, a layout configuration is automatically selected to 
partition the display screen with the top half and the bottom 
half with the one or more partition views. Each partition 
views depict the respective cropped dynamic scenes in the 
selected shot specification. At step 612, the one or more 
partition views are optimized by (a) seamlessly varying the 
one or more partitions, (b) providing smoothness in the 
camera motion and ( c) providing the jerk free transitions at 
the point of transitions (t) when the one or more objects 

10 
move from the one partition view to the another partition 
view. At step 614, the split screen is generated by depicting 
the master shot in the top half and the cropped dynamic 
scenes in the one or more partition views of the bottom half. 

5 At step 616, the split screen is displayed to the user 102 onto 
the display of the computing unit 104. 

In an embodiment, the video of the dynamic scene is 
obtained from at least one of computing unit 104, external 
hard disk, social media, live video capturing means etc. In 

10 an embodiment, the split screen generation system 106 
dynamically adjusts the one or more partition views based 
on the proximity of the one or more objects present in the 
video of the dynamic scene. In another embodiment, the shot 

15 
specification includes at least one of (i) the medium shot 
specification, (ii) the medium close up shot specification, 
and (iii) the full shot specification etc. 

A representative hardware environment for practicing the 
embodiments herein is depicted in FIG. 7. This schematic 

20 drawing illustrates a hardware configuration of the comput
ing unit 104 in accordance with the embodiments herein. 
The system comprises at least one processor or central 
processing unit (CPU) 10. The CPUs 10 are interconnected 
via system bus 12 to various devices such as a random 

25 access memory (RAM) 14, read-only memory (ROM) 16, 
and an input/output (I/0) adapter 18. The I/0 adapter 18 can 
connect to peripheral devices, such as disk units 11 and tape 
drives 13, or other program storage devices that are readable 
by the system. The system can read the inventive instruc-

30 tions on the program storage devices and follow these 
instructions to execute the methodology of the embodiments 
herein. 

The system further includes a user interface adapter 19 
that connects a keyboard 15, mouse 17, speaker 24, micro-

35 phone 22, and/or other user interface devices such as a touch 
screen device (not shown) or a remote control to the bus 12 
to gather user input. Additionally, a communication adapter 
20 connects the bus 12 to a data processing network 25, and 
a display adapter 21 connects the bus 12 to a display device 

40 23 which may be embodied as an output device such as a 
monitor, printer, or transmitter, for example. 

The split screen generation system 106 enhances the 
viewing experience of the user 102 by depicting the emo
tions of the one or more objects (e.g. lip movements, 

45 expressions) in the one or more partition views. The split 
screen generation system 106 quickly processes the video of 
the dynamic scene and automatically generates the split 
screen with desired shot specification in real time. The split 
screen generation system 106 is further adapted to provide 

50 subtitles to the one or more objects in their associated 
partition views that enhance the viewing experience of the 
hearing challenged user 102. 

The foregoing description of the specific embodiments 
will so fully reveal the general nature of the embodiments 

55 herein that others can, by applying current knowledge, 
readily modify and/or adapt for various applications such 
specific embodiments without departing from the generic 
concept, and, therefore, such adaptations and modifications 
should and are intended to be comprehended within the 

60 meaning and range of equivalents of the disclosed embodi
ments. It is to be understood that the phraseology or termi
nology employed herein is for the purpose of description and 
not of limitation. Therefore, while the embodiments herein 
have been described in terms of preferred embodiments, 

65 those skilled in the art will recognize that the embodiments 
herein can be practiced with modification within the spirit 
and scope of the appended claims. 
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What is claimed is: 
1. One or more non-transitory computer readable storage 

mediums storing one or more sequences of instructions, 
which when executed by one or more processors, causes 
automatic generation of split screen for a video of a dynamic 5 

scene, by 
obtaining the video of the dynamic scene that is captured 

by a static camera; 

12 
enation of one or more subset shot specifications equal to a 
higher order shot specification or (ii) splitting of the higher 
order shot specification equal to the one or more subset shot 
specifications. 

detecting one or more objects in the video of the dynamic 
scene using an object detection technique; 

selecting one or more shot specifications for the one or 
more objects in the video based on inputs of a user; 

7. The one or more non-transitory computer readable 
storage mediums storing one or more sequences of instruc
tions of claim 1, wherein the selected shot specification 
provides finer details of (a) emotions, (b) lip movements and 
(c) body languages of the one or more objects in the video. 

10 8. The one or more non-transitory computer readable 
storage mediums storing one or more sequences of instruc
tions of claim 1, wherein further analyzes a subtitle in the 
video and provides the appropriate subtitle for the object in 

automatically cropping at least one of (a) the dynamic 
scene of the one or more objects or (b) the dynamic 
scene for the possible combinations of the one or more 
objects in the video based on the selected shot speci
fications; 

15 
the associated partition view. 

9. The one or more non-transitory computer readable 
storage mediums storing one or more sequences of instruc
tions of claim 6, wherein concatenates the one or more 
subset shot specifications equal to the higher order shot 

automatically selecting a layout configuration for the split 
screen based on the cropped dynamic scenes of the one 
or more objects to partition a display screen of a 
computing unit into (a) a top half and (b) a bottom half 
with one or more partition views; 

automatically optimizing, using a dynamic programming 
optimization technique, the split screen by (a) seam
lessly varying the one or more partition views, (b) 
providing smoothness in the cropped dynamic scenes 
irrespective of the camera motion and ( c) providing 
jerk free transitions when the one or more objects move 
from one partition view to another partition view; 

20 specification when the proximity between the one or more 
objects in the video becomes less than a threshold proximity, 
wherein further automatically splits the higher order shot 
specification equal to the one or more subset shot specifi
cations when the proximity between the one or more objects 

25 in the video becomes more than the threshold proximity. 
10. A system for automatically generating split screen for 

a video of a dynamic scene, comprising: 

automatically generating the split screen by depicting (a) 30 

an overview of the original shot of the video in the top 
half and (b) the cropped dynamic scenes in the one or 
more partition views of the bottom half; and 

displaying the split screen in real time onto a display of 
the computing unit. 35 

2. The one or more non-transitory computer readable 
storage mediums storing one or more sequences of instruc
tions of claim 1, wherein the optimization of the one or 
partition views is performed based on various factors that 
comprise at least one of (a) the one or more shot specifica- 40 

tions, (b) inclusion of desired objects or ( c) a steady camera 
movement. 

3. The one or more non-transitory computer readable 
storage mediums storing one or more sequences of instruc
tions of claim 1, wherein the video of the dynamic scene is 45 

captured by at least one of (a) a single static camera or (b) 
multiple static cameras positioned at a vantage point cov
ering the entire dynamic scene. 

4. The one or more non-transitory computer readable 
storage mediums storing one or more sequences of instruc- 50 

tions of claim 1, wherein the layout configuration is auto
matically selected based on at least one of (i) a proximity 
between the one or more objects in the video and (ii) the one 
or more objects in the video. 

5. The one or more non-transitory computer readable 55 

storage mediums storing one or more sequences of instruc
tions of claim 1, wherein the one or more shot specifications 
is selected from a group comprising (a) a medium close up 
shot specification, (b) a medium shot specification or ( c) a 
full shot specification. 

6. The one or more non-transitory computer readable 
storage mediums storing one or more sequences of instruc
tions of claim 1, wherein the optimization of the split screen 

60 

is performed using a top down layout constraints technique, 
wherein the top down layout constraints technique (a) pro- 65 

vides the jerk free transitions and (b) seamlessly varies the 
one or more partition views by at least one of (i) concat-

a memory that stores (a) a set of instructions and (b) a 
database that stores an original shot of the dynamic 
scene, dimensions of the split screen of the video of the 
dynamic scene, a threshold proximity and one or more 
layout configurations; 

characterized in that a specialized split screen generation 
processor that is configured to 
obtain the video of the dynamic scene that is captured 

by a static camera; 
detect one or more objects in the video of the dynamic 

scene using an object detection technique; 
select one or more shot specifications for the one or 

more objects in the video based on inputs of a user; 
automatically crops at least one of (a) the dynamic 

scene of the one or more objects or (b) the dynamic 
scenes for the possible combinations of the one or 
more objects in the video based on the selected shot 
specifications; 

automatically select a layout configuration for the split 
screen based on the cropped dynamic scenes of the 
one or more objects to partition a display screen of 
a computing unit into (a) a top half and (b) a bottom 
half with one or more partition views; 

automatically optimize, using a dynamic programming 
optimization technique, the split screen by (a) seam
lessly varying the one or more partition views, (b) 
providing smoothness in the cropped dynamic 
scenes irrespective of the camera motion and ( c) 
providing jerk free transitions when the one or more 
objects move from one partition view to another 
partition view; 

automatically generate the split screen by depicting (a) 
an overview of the original shot of the video in the 
top half and (b) the cropped dynamic scenes in the 
one or more partition views of the bottom half; and 

automatically display the split screen in real time onto 
a display of the computing unit. 

11. The system of claim 10, wherein the optimization of 
the one or partition views is performed based on various 
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factors that comprise at least one of (a) the one or more shot 
specifications, (b) inclusion of desired objects or ( c) a steady 
camera movement. 

12. The system of claim 10, wherein the video of the 
dynamic scene is captured by at least one of (a) a single 5 

static camera or (b) multiple static cameras positioned at a 
vantage point covering the entire dynamic scene. 

13. The system of claim 10, wherein the layout configu
ration _is _automatically selected based on at least one of (i) 
a prox1m1ty between the one or more objects in the video and 10 

(ii) the one or more objects in the video. 
14. The system of claim 10, wherein the one or more shot 

specifications is selected from a group comprising (a) a 
medium close up shot specification, (b) a medium shot 
specification or ( c) a full shot specification. 15 

15. The system of claim 10, wherein the optimization of 
the split screen is performed using a top down layout 
constraints technique, wherein the top down layout con
straints technique (a) provides the jerk free transitions and 
(b) seamlessly varies the one or more partition views by at 20 

least one of (i) concatenation of one or more subset shot 
specifications equal to a higher order shot specification or 
(ii) splitting of the higher order shot specification equal to 
the one or more subset shot specifications. 

16. The system of claim 10, wherein the selected shot 25 

specification provides finer details of (a) emotions, (b) lip 
movements and ( c) body languages of the one or more 
objects in the video. 

17. The system of claim 10, wherein the system analyzes 
a subtitle in the video and provides the appropriate subtitle 30 

for the object in the associated partition view. 
18. The system of claim 15, wherein the system auto

ma~ically concatenates the one or more subset shot specifi
cat10ns equal to the higher order shot specification when the 
proximity between the one or more objects in the video 35 

becomes less than the threshold proximity, wherein the 
system automatically splits the higher order shot specifica-

14 
tion equal to the one or more subset shot specifications when 
the proximity between the one or more objects in the video 
becomes more than the threshold proximity. 

19. A computer implemented method for automatically 
generating split screen for a video of a dynamic scene 
comprising: ' 

obtaining the video of the dynamic scene that is captured 
by a static camera; 

automatically detecting one or more objects in the video 
of the dynamic scene using an object detection tech
nique; 

selecting one or more shot specifications for the one or 
more objects in the video based on inputs of a user; 

automatically cropping at least one of (a) the dynamic 
scene of the one or more objects or (b) the dynamic 
scenes of the possible combinations for the one or more 
objects in the video based on the selected shot speci
fications; 

automatically selecting a layout configuration for the split 
screen based on the cropped dynamic scenes to parti
tion a display screen of a computing unit into (a) a top 
half and (b) a bottom half with one or more partition 
views; 

automatically optimizing, using a dynamic progranmiing 
optimization technique, the split screen by (a) seam
lessly varying the one or more partition views, (b) 
providing smoothness in the cropped dynamic scenes 
irrespective of the camera motion and ( c) providing 
jerk free transitions when the one or more objects move 
from one partition view to another partition view; 

automatically generating the split screen by depicting (a) 
an overview of an original shot of the video in the top 
half and (b) the cropped dynamic scenes in the one or 
more partition views of the bottom half; and 

displaying the split screen in real time onto a display of 
the computing unit. 

* * * * * 


